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u f f i c i o   s t a m p a

From Lake Garda a very elegant villa with AVE home automation: 
living becomes hi-tech through comfort, safety and design 

 
AVE home automation takes part of the prestigious project signed by the 

Sangalli Architecture Studio: a 400 sqm villa that revolutionizes the concept 
of living in a technological key. 

 
Situated in Toscolano Maderno, on the Brescia side of Lake Garda, this new elegant villa 
sees AVE home automation as the protagonist of a different way of making architecture: up-
to-date, minimalist and technological. Designed by Studio Sangalli, this project 
revolutionizes the living concept by proposing innovative solutions that celebrate the home 
as a temple of modern, open and rigorously hi-tech everyday life. 
 
Located on the terracing that descend towards the Lake Garda, this building is spread over 
three levels for a total area of 400 square meters. The plan was designed to enhance the 
location of the villa - giving glimpses of enviable beauty on the lake landscape - and the most 
advanced technologies among which AVE home automation proposal becomes the symbol. 
The cardinal element is the elegant 15" touch screen display in clear black glass, an 
innovative home automation supervisor integrated into the walls of the living area as a refined 
piece of furniture. 
 
As the architect Gianfranco Sangalli explains: «Home automation is definitely the new 
trend of living, because it allows you to manage in a rational and waste-free way all the 
systems of a building. In this realization, the AVE DOMINA plus home automation system 
represents the achievement not only of the technological and functional objective that I had 
proposed, but also of the expectations of the client. In fact, through the touch screen 
interface it is possible to manage every aspect of the home: not only the anti-intrusion 
technologies and the air conditioning system - for better comfort and optimization of 
consumption - but also the control of artificial light, that can be made functional to the 
atmosphere that you want to assign to internal and external environments from time to time». 
 
The end user can control the light and the automations connected also by the touch 
commands of the Vera Touch series. An original mix of aesthetics and functionality, 
exalted by architect Gianfranco Sangalli: «All the components of the entire system had to meet 
the criteria of linearity, functionality and elegance. Cognitive and constitutive elements of the 
Ave Touch series, distinguished by a refined minimalism and able to combine elegance and 
technology». «The choice of the clear absolute black glass front plates, the attractive blue 
leds that makes them recognizable even in the dark and the touch-sensitive commands with 
slight knurling - underlines the architect - are all peculiarities that make Ave Touch system 
unique in its genre, placing it in perfect analogy with the architectural connotation that the 
interior design wants to express». 
 
The AVE home automation and the Ave Touch control solutions have therefore been chosen 
by the Sangalli Studio to highlight a new concept of architecture, careful to the modern living, 
always connected to the occupants' habits and the need of beauty necessary in a valuable 
project like this. The elegant villa of Toscolano Maderno with AVE home automation 
thus becomes the symbol of a new way of conceiving the home: a place where comfort, 
safety and aesthetics are enhanced through AVE’s technology and design. 
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